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ABSTRACT

X-ray investigation of opaque metallic inclusions in calcite crystals from Bloomington, Indiana, shows the presence of a new iron sulfide, with chemical and physical properties somewhat similar to those of pyrrhotite. This mineral is named smythite in honor of Professor C. H. Smyth, Jr. Both smythite and pyrrhotite occur as very thin hexagonal flakes, 0.05 to 2 mm. in diameter, embedded near the surface of calcite crystals found in geodes in the Harrodsburg limestone. Both are strongly ferromagnetic, and are so similar in appearance and properties that they can be distinguished with certainty only by x-ray tests.

Smythite is rhombohedral, space group $R3m$ ($D_3d$); $a=3.47$ Å; $c=34.5$ Å; $c/a=9.94$; $G=4.06$ (obs.), 4.09 (calc.). The ideal formula, $\text{Fe}_3\text{S}_4$, is derived from study of the structure by x-ray techniques. Many other possible structures of similar type were tested and conclusively eliminated on the basis of the Patterson function. Final hexagonal parameters are: $3\text{Fe}$ in $(b)$; $6\text{Fe}$ in $(c)$, $z=0.417$; $6\text{S}$ in $(c)$, $z=0.289$; $6\text{S}$ in $(c)$, $z=0.127$. The structure can be described as consisting of slabs of the pyrrhotite structure stacked loosely on each other in a sheet structure.

Associated pyrrhotite is the strongly ferromagnetic monoclinic phase. Study of the enclosing calcite by the visual method of inclusion thermometry indicates that pyrrhotite and smythite formed at temperatures between 25° and 40° C. and at low pressures. Synthesis of smythite by fusion or from solutions was not successful. Its origin and relationships are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In June 1950, while making a study of the minerals of Indiana for the Indiana Geological Survey, Erd (1954) discovered what at first seemed to be minute flakes of biotite enclosed by calcite in quartz geodes of the lower Harrodsburg limestone. Study showed the flakes to have the physical properties and x-ray power pattern of ferromagnetic monoclinic pyrrhotite. Later, at the U. S. Geological Survey, a second x-ray pattern made of similar ferromagnetic material gave a unique pattern which was wholly different from that of pyrrhotite. However, even if the then unknown mineral could have been completely separated from the pyrrho-
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tite, there still would not have been sufficient material for a chemical or
even quantitative spectrographic analysis. Therefore, the crystals were
subjected to a crystal structure study which established the ideal com-
position as Fe$_3$S$_4$, and elucidated its crystal chemical relationship to
pyrrhotite (Erd and Evans, 1956). To know something of the conditions
under which Fe$_3$S$_4$ and pyrrhotite originated, fluid inclusions in the en-
closing calcite were studied by Richter, using the visual method of in-
clusion thermometry.

This mineral, Fe$_3$S$_4$, is named smythite (smith'it) in honor of Professor
Charles Henry Smyth, Jr., economic geologist, petrologist, and for many
years lecturer in chemical geology—one of the converging branches of
geochemistry (Buddington, 1938). Professor Smyth (1911) was one of
the earliest to recognize the occurrence of pyrrhotite in sedimentary
rocks.

**Occurrence**

Smythite and pyrrhotite occur chiefly as inclusions in calcite crystals
in quartz geodes found near the base of the lower member of the Har-
rodsburg limestone, and rarely in geodes at the top of the underlying
Edwardsville formation. The lower Harrodsburg limestone is a gray-
green, coarsely crystalline, crinoidal limestone with thin beds of shale
and siltstone. Geodes in this formation range commonly from 1 to 6
inches but may be more than 2 feet in diameter. The Edwardsville for-
formation consists of interbedded greenish-gray siltstones and shales with
gedes that are much smaller and less mineralized than those of the
Harrodsburg. These formations mark the top of the Osage series of
Mississippian age. The outcrop area, in southwestern Indiana, is far
from any igneous rocks and there seems to be little evidence of any hydro-
thermal activity.

Smythite and pyrrhotite have been found at several localities in
Monroe County and as far as 30 miles away near Medora in Jackson
County. Pyrrhotite has so far been positively identified at two localities;
smythite has been found at four; and either or both (as yet undeter-
mined) are present at five other localities. The greatest abundance of both
minerals occurring together was found in a road cut on the east side of
State Route 37, two miles north of Bloomington, in the NW$_1$ SW$_1$ and
SW$_4$ NW$_4$ sec. 21, T. 9 N., R. 1 W., Monroe County, and material from
this locality was selected as the chief basis for this study. Smythite and
pyrrhotite are also found in the abandoned Bloomington Crushed Stone
Company quarry, less than a mile south of the first locality. The mineral-
ization of the Harrodsburg in this quarry has been described by Fix
(1939).
At the road cut both of the minerals occur as inclusions in calcite, although at other localities smythite or pyrrhotite or both have also been found imbedded in dolomite, barite, or rarely in quartz. Both smythite and pyrrhotite may be found within a single geode but there is a tendency for one or the other to be greatly predominant.

Much has been written concerning the origin of the quartz geodes (Fix, 1939) and the subject cannot be considered here. There is a great variety in the minerals present in the geodes, but a generalized paragenetic sequence can be given for those containing smythite and pyrrhotite. From the rim toward the center, the geodes are composed of cryptocrystalline quartz, often with pyrite or sphalerite on the outer surface; massive, dense, white quartz with black sphalerite; and euhedral doubly terminated quartz crystals. The massive and euhedral quartz, from widely separated localities, contains inclusions of anhydrite. The quartz shell of the geodes is frequently found to be fractured at its base and slightly flattened parallel to the bedding planes of the limestone. This is probably a result of the compressive force developed during intrastratal solution of the enclosing limestone. The fractures have been recemented by additional deposition of silica. Mineralization of the geodes was apparently subsequent to fracturing, for there is no evidence of shattering or distortion in crystals of the later minerals. The sequence of later deposition in the fractured quartz shell is: siderite, dolomite, and calcite of two generations (designated here as I and II) enclosing millerite, barite, smythite, pyrrhotite, and later marcasite and pyrite.

Calcite (I) is cloudy and acute scalenohedral in habit, whereas the crystals of calcite (II) are also scalenohedral, but less acute, and terminate in rhombohedral faces. Calcite (II) is generally 2 to 4 mm. thick. Traces of Mg, Fe, Mn, and Zn were detected microchemically in calcite of both generations. Calcite (II) exhibits a weak pink fluorescence and has a moderately strong yellow thermoluminescence which is most intense at about 220° C. and is extinguished just before the calcite begins to decrepitate.

The included sulfides occur in both generations of calcite and project through, or are on, the surface of calcite (II). With the exception of millerite, they frequently outline the surface of the earlier crystal (Fig. 1). The greatest concentration of smythite, however, is just inside the surface of calcite (I) (Fig. 2). There is a tendency for the platy smythite and pyrrhotite crystals to lie with [0001] parallel to the scalenohedral faces, but there is no other apparent relationship to crystallographic directions in the calcite. Disregarding orientation, the occurrence of the inclusions in the two generations of calcite is similar to Merwin’s description (1914) of marcasite and pyrite inclusions in calcite in a geode.
from Missouri. The close association between pyrrhotite and calcite suggested possible chemical interaction in their coprecipitation to Smyth (1911). No smythite or pyrrhotite was found in the surrounding rock.

Fig. 1. Smythite inclusions in calcite crystal from the Bloomington Crushed Stone quarry. The sharper scalenohedral habit of the earlier calcite (I) can be seen outlined in phantom by the smythite near the top of the crystal.

Fig. 2. Calcite in quartz geode containing dark band of smythite inclusions indicated by S. Specimen from road cut on Indiana Highway 37, 2 miles north of Bloomington.
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Physical and optical

The small size of the smythite crystals made measurement of physical properties difficult. Cleavage, which was observed only in the larger flakes, is basal and perfect. The fracture is subconchoidal to smooth. The thin laminae are flexible and elastic. Smythite is soft, being readily scratched with a steel needle. A specific gravity of 4.06±0.03 was obtained by suspension in Clerici solution. Luster on a basal surface is metallic and splendent. Against a white background smythite appears jet black with a tinge of brown; if the basal plane is used as a mirror surface smythite appears light bronze yellow. To obtain the dark-gray streak, several crystals were rubbed across a streak plate with a glass rod. Smythite is strongly ferromagnetic and, since the crystals are attracted edge-on, it is inferred that the direction of easiest magnetization is within the basal plane. The similarity in magnetic properties between smythite and the associated pyrrhotite causes difficulty in obtaining a clean separation.

Optically, smythite is opaque. It seems to be free from inclusions and fresh except for some slight tarnishing and irregular small pitting. In vertically reflected light the color is pinkish cream and not perceptibly different from that of pyrrhotite. Polished prismatic sections are strongly anisotropic, with yellow and blue-gray interference colors, and strongly pleochroic from grayish yellow to reddish brown. Other than the noticeably stronger pleochroism, the optical properties of smythite are similar to those of the associated pyrrhotite.

The cleavage, flexibility, softness, and optical properties of smythite are in accord with the properties characteristic of such other layer-structure minerals as valleriite, sternbergite, covellite, molybdenite, and graphite. Nevertheless, the exceedingly thin flaky habit of the crystals makes it practically impossible to distinguish smythite from the associated pyrrhotite except by an x-ray diffraction test.

Chemical composition and behavior

There was not sufficient material available for quantitative analysis, even by microtechniques, but qualitative microchemical tests showed the major constituents to be iron and sulfur with a minor amount of nickel and traces of copper and zinc. Spindles of smythite and pyrrhotite from Bloomington were examined by means of a curved-crystal x-ray fluorescence spectrometer which showed iron and a small amount of nickel to be present. As the samples were not run against a calibrated standard, the exact atomic ratios are not known with certainty, but smythite seems to contain about half as much nickel as that present in pyr-
rhottite, which is probably less than 1 per cent. Copper and zinc were not detected by this method.

Smythite seems to be more resistant to chemical attack than pyrrhotite. It is slowly soluble in cold dilute hydrochloric or nitric acid and in solutions of potassium hydroxide or silver nitrate. It is very slowly soluble in cold dilute sulfuric acid and is not attacked by carbon disulfide. Smythite left in contact with distilled water was tarnished and pitted after one week, whereas pyrrhotite was attacked to the same extent after three days. Smythite quickly decomposes in a strong (30%) solution of hydrogen peroxide leaving a residue of iron oxide.

When strongly heated, in either a closed or open tube, flakes of smythite warp, curl, and split as they are oxidized to hematite. Smythite remained unchanged when heated in a sealed evacuated tube at 200° C. for one month, but when heated in the enclosing calcite to 400° C. for 18 hours smythite changed completely to pyrrhotite and possibly pyrite although lines of the latter could not be detected in the powder pattern. The pattern was too poor, to determine whether the monoclinic or hexagonal modification of pyrrhotite was formed. The reaction is irreversible. The temperature at which this dissociation begins has not been exactly determined, but a powder pattern of smythite heated in calcite to approximately 290° C. for 18 hours shows diffraction lines of both pyrrhotite and smythite. Some of the smythite crystals, partly exposed by decrepitation of the calcite, oxidized to magnetite, which is evidently the first product of oxidation. In the normal weathering environment smythite alters to goethite. It is only preserved within calcite, dolomite, and none was found in the enclosing rock.

*Syntheses and analyses of iron sulfides related to Fe₃Sn₄*

It is of interest that Sidot (1868) claimed to have synthesized ferrosic sulfide (Fe₃Sn₄) by the reaction of magnetite and hydrogen sulfide at red heat. Attempts made (de Jong and Willems, 1927; Fontana, 1927; Juza, Biltz, and Meisel, 1932; and Michel, 1937) to repeat Sidot’s reputed synthesis or otherwise to synthesize Fe₃Sn₄ with spinel structure, analogous to linnaeite (Co₃Sn₄), violarite (FeNi₃Sn₄), and polydymite (Ni₃Sn₄), apparently were unsuccessful, and most of these workers agreed that the existence of ferrosic sulfide with spinel structure is unlikely. Michel (1955, 1956) has recently made a comprehensive study of the reaction between hydrogen sulfide and iron oxides, and reports only FeS as forming in these reactions.

Iron sulfides, or alkali iron sulfides, and their hydrates, with x-ray patterns differing from those of the common iron sulfides, have been prepared from water solutions at ordinary temperatures by Alsen (1923),
Lepp (1954), and Rosenthal (1956), but, so far as we know, none of these compounds gave the powder pattern of smythite. Stevens (1933) prepared similar compounds but gave no x-ray data. Lundqvist (1947) synthesized Ni$_3$S$_4$ with spinel structure from a water solution, but only repeated and confirmed the work of Allen et al. (1912) with the iron sulfides.

Our efforts to synthesize Fe$_3$S$_4$, either by fusion or from water solutions, have not been successful; however a systematic program was not attempted. Three different black ferromagnetic compounds, all poorly crystallized as indicated by the diffuse powder diffraction lines, have been obtained from water solutions at room temperature but none shows any relation to smythite. All of these compounds are rapidly attacked by hydrogen peroxide. The common association of pyrrhotite with calcite, in its low-temperature occurrences, suggests the use of calcite to reproduce environmental conditions and also as a surface for nucleation in the synthesis of pyrrhotite or smythite. Weil (1955) emphasized the importance of calcite in his synthetic reproduction of the sulfides found in sediments. Following the directions of Rodgers (1940) for the use of Lemberg's black stain for calcite, but substituting Na$_2$S for (NH$_4$)$_2$S, we obtained an unidentified product, which also is unrelated to smythite. Powder-diffraction data and details of our experiments are given in the Appendix.

Several analyses reported for pyrrhotite reach, or even exceed, the theoretical 57.14 atomic per cent sulfur in smythite, namely those of Stromeyer (1814) 57.43%, Meunier (1869) 55.79%, and Schulze (reported by Stelzner, 1896) 55.46%. These investigations pre-dated x-ray analysis, but the descriptions of the various materials analyzed would indicate that none of the analyses was of smythite. Pyrrhotite from Ertelien, Norway and Petsamo, U.S.S.R., with 56.7 and 55.2 atomic percentages of S, respectively, are regarded by Pehrman (1954) as representing the analysis of material incompletely separated from pyrite or chalcopyrite. He reports three pyrrhotites from Finland as having 54.6, 54.4, and 54.0 atomic per cent S; all exhibited only the monoclinic modification of pyrrhotite in their powder patterns.

Eakle (1922) suggested Fe$_3$S$_4$ as the pyrrhotite end member, and Lipin (1946) considered pyrrhotite to be a solid solution of Fe with Fe$_3$S$_3$ or Fe$_3$S$_4$. However Hägg and Sucksdorff (1933) found the value represented by Fe$_3$S$_6$ (55.5 atomic per cent S) as the sulfur-rich composition limit for the pyrrhotite structure. Grønvold and Haraldsen (1952) thought that this value was too high, and that, for temperatures up to 360° C., the limit of the deficiency of iron is close to the composition Fe$_2$S$_8$ (53.27 atomic per cent S).
We suggest that smythite represents a stable phase in the Fe-S system, which forms at low temperature and pressure, and which dissociates into pyrrhotite and pyrite or sulfur at a temperature between 200° and 290° C. It is likely that it would occur only in sedimentary rocks or in epithermal deposits.

**Crystallography**

**Morphology**

Crystals of smythite range from 0.05 to 1.25 mm. in diameter (most are 0.10 to 0.25 mm. in diameter) and are 1 to 3 microns in thickness. Subhedral irregularly formed crystals are uncommon; most are euhedral platy hexagonal crystals which appear to be a combination of a well-developed base {0001} and a rhombohedron. The prism face was not observed. Even some of these apparently simple crystals, however, were found by x-ray study to be twinned on (0001). About half of the crystals are aggregates of intersecting plates. In some, repeated twinning has produced hexagonal plates which have the appearance of being warped.

**X-ray powder data**

X-ray powder data for smythite and pyrrhotite from Bloomington, Indiana, are given in Table 1. The data for the latter is identical to a pattern of pyrrhotite from Lairdsville, New York, collected by Professor Smyth (Princeton Collections no. 16/74). The smythite pattern was indexed on the values for c and a obtained from the single-crystal study.

**Crystal structure and crystal chemistry**

A crystal-structure study was made to ascertain the chemical constitution of smythite because of the impractibility of obtaining sufficient material for a chemical analysis. By this means it was possible to establish the chemical formula conclusively as Fe₃S₄, and to elucidate its structural relationship to pyrrhotite.

Buerger precession photographs of the (hk.0), (h0.l), and (hk.l) net planes established the lattice as rhombohedral, with the following cell constants:

- Space group: R3m(D₃d), R3m(C₃v), or R32(D₃h).
- Cell dimensions:
  - rhombohedral: a = 11.66 ± 0.03 Å, α = 17°7' ± 30'
  - hexagonal: a = 3.47 ± 0.02 Å, c = 34.5 ± 0.2 Å
- Cell volume (hex.): 360 ± 3 Å³
- Cell contents (hex.): 3[Fe₃S₄]
- Specific gravity: 4.09 ± 0.04 (calc.); 4.06 ± 0.03 (meas.).

A close relationship to pyrrhotite is apparent when the cell constants are compared: β-pyrrhotite (ignoring superstructures) has the (pseudo...
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space group $C6_3/mmc$, with $a = 3.44$ Å and $c = 5.70$ Å ($6c = 34.2$ Å). The specific gravity of pyrrhotite (Fe$_7$S$_8$) is 4.62. The symmetry and dimensions of smythite place close restrictions on the arrangement of Fe and S atoms in the unit cell. The atoms must all lie on the three 3-fold axes in the cell, but in an identical manner on all three, instead of all Fe on one and all S on the other two as in pyrrhotite. On the basis of these facts, a tentative structure was worked out, keeping in mind the close similarity of smythite and pyrrhotite in nearly all physical and chemical properties.

In Fig. 3, projections are shown of the simple structure of pyrrhotite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$h k l$</th>
<th>$d$(calc.)</th>
<th>$d$(obs.)</th>
<th>$I$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00.3</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.6</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.9</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.2</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.12</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.5</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.8</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.15</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.10</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.11</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.13</td>
<td>1.988</td>
<td>1.979</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.18</td>
<td>1.917</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.14</td>
<td>1.903</td>
<td>1.897</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>1.751</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>1.736</td>
<td>1.732</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>1.715</td>
<td>1.715</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.17</td>
<td>1.681</td>
<td>1.687</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>1.662</td>
<td>1.672</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.21</td>
<td>1.642</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>1.581</td>
<td>1.577</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.19</td>
<td>1.554</td>
<td>1.546</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.1</td>
<td>1.500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1.497</td>
<td>1.496</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.20</td>
<td>1.496</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page)
B. Pyrrhotite

Note: Calculated lines correspond to hexagonal pseudo-cell; other lines correspond to monoclinic superlattice of β-pyrrhotite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hh.l</th>
<th>d(calc.)</th>
<th>d(obs.)</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.2</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.717</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.606</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>00.4</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>1.095</td>
<td>1.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>1.045</td>
<td>1.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>.991</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

along the c and a axes. Also shown is the smythite structure as it was finally deduced, projected along the a axis. With reference to this figure, the following description of the solution of the structure may be more clearly understood.

Starting at the origin (symmetry center) of the rhombohedrally centered hexagonal cell, a model structure was developed by building a pyrrhotite structure upward until symmetry restrictions interfered. Thus, the smythite cell was found able to accommodate a pyrrhotite structure four sulfur and three iron layers deep, but beyond this point, a shift in the structure is required because of the rhombohedral lattice node at \( \frac{3}{4} \). Starting anew at this point, a second slab of pyrrhotite structure was erected until the point \( \frac{3}{3} \) was reached, where another shift is required. In this way, the pyrrhotite structure was found to fit the smythite unit cell, but with shifts in the structure after each fourth layer of sulfur atoms along the c direction. The best way to account for these shifts seemed to be to assume that the iron atoms that would be coordinated between the shifted sulfur layers are actually omitted, thus giving rise to a layer structure consisting of pyrrhotite slabs loosely stacked on each other in a rhombohedral mode. This hypothesis led directly to the formula \( \text{Fe}_2\text{S}_4 \) which was subsequently confirmed by density measurement. The symmetry of the proposed structure was then
assumed to be \( R\bar{3}m \), and coordinates assigned to the atoms as follows: 
3Fe\(_1\) in \((b)\) with \(z = \frac{1}{2}\); 6Fe\(_2\) in \((c)\) with \(z = \frac{5}{12}\); 6S\(_1\) in \((c)\) with \(z = \frac{7}{24}\); 6S\(_2\) in \((c)\) with \(z = \frac{3}{24}\).

To test this structure, intensities were measured for 35 \((h0l)\) reflections, using the Buerger precession photograph shown in Fig. 4. It is apparent from this pattern that the intensities could not be measured to the usual standards of accuracy, since the photograph shown is the best that could be obtained from the available crystals. Intensities were estimated by comparison with a calibrated series of spots made from another crystal. The intensities were multiplied by a correction factor of the form \((w + \pi r)/w\) in an attempt to counteract the smearing effect on the spots resulting from the angular distortion of the crystal which is

---

**Fig. 3.** Crystal structures of smythite and related structures. (a) Pyrrhotite structure projected along hexagonal \(c\) axis (top) and \(a\) axis (bottom). (b) Smythite structure projected along hexagonal \(a\) axis. (c) Fe\(_3\)Se\(_2\) structure projected along pseudohexagonal \(a\) axis. Fe atoms represented by small shaded circles, S atoms by large single circles, Se atoms by large double circles. Three-fold axes represented by vertical lines.
apparent from the photograph. In this expression, \( w \) represents the normal spot diameter, \( r \) the distance of the spot from the center of the pattern, and \( \tau \) the angle of distortion in radians. The Lorentz-polarization correction was estimated by means of a Waser chart (Waser, 1951). No correction was made for absorption. The crystal was approximately 0.2 mm. across and 5 microns thick, and required 72 hours exposure, using unfiltered MoK radiation at 50 kv and 20 ma to give the pattern shown.

The first trial of the hypothetical structure gave a reliability factor of 20.5%, which was taken as strong evidence of the correctness of the structure. Nevertheless, it was recognized that many other structures could be postulated which satisfy the structural restrictions referred to earlier, plus other requirements that can be defined. Allowing both octahedral and prismatic coordination for iron (the latter being exemplified by molybdenum in MoS\(_2\)), it was found that 25 different model layer structures could be built which would fit the unit cell with space group \( R3m \) or \( R3m \). The Patterson function \( P(0,z) \) was evolved for each of these and compared with the Patterson function calculated from the observed intensities. A good match was found for only one of the 25 structures, the one corresponding to that already described. Reliability factors calculated for some of these structures ranged from 30 to 45%. It seems unnecessary to consider any structures further, aside from the one described.

The postulated structure was refined by least squares analysis (using
unweighted values of $\Delta F$, giving final parameters listed below:

Space group: $R\bar{3}m(D_{3d})$

Parameters:
- $3Fe_1$ in $(b)$, $(z=\frac{1}{2})$
- $6Fe_2$ in $(c)$, $(z=0.4171\pm0.0006)$
- $6S$ in $(c)$, $(z=0.2888\pm0.0010)$
- $6S$ in $(c)$, $(z=0.1270\pm0.0010)$

This structure, with a temperature factor $e^{-B\tau^2}$ applied to the calculated

<p>| Table 2. Comparison of Observed and Calculated Structure Factors of Smythite |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$(h0l)$</th>
<th>$F$(calc.)</th>
<th>$F$(obs.)</th>
<th>$(h0l)$</th>
<th>$F$(calc.)</th>
<th>$F$(obs.)</th>
<th>$(h0l)$</th>
<th>$F$(calc.)</th>
<th>$F$(obs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00.30</td>
<td>-48 A</td>
<td>10.28 -3 A</td>
<td>20.17 83</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.27</td>
<td>-51 51</td>
<td>10.25 -58 41</td>
<td>20.14 108</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.24</td>
<td>197 201</td>
<td>10.22 43 58</td>
<td>20.11 -108</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.21</td>
<td>-28 51</td>
<td>10.19 -48 62</td>
<td>20.8 26</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.18</td>
<td>-31 32</td>
<td>10.16 17 44</td>
<td>20.5 -45</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.15</td>
<td>-43 44</td>
<td>10.13 -167 152</td>
<td>20.2 38</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.12</td>
<td>42 46</td>
<td>10.10 145 120</td>
<td>20.1 -86</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.09</td>
<td>-59 53</td>
<td>10.07 143 118</td>
<td>20.4 -19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.06</td>
<td>-76 N</td>
<td>10.04 -28 32</td>
<td>20.7 103</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.03</td>
<td>-78 N</td>
<td>10.01 -126 118</td>
<td>20.10 104</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00</td>
<td>426 —</td>
<td>10.02 57 55</td>
<td>20.13 -122</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.3</td>
<td>-48 A</td>
<td>10.5 -64 84</td>
<td>20.16 13 A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.8</td>
<td>35 77</td>
<td>10.11 -151 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 11</td>
<td>145 159</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 17</td>
<td>105 106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 20</td>
<td>-40 A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 23</td>
<td>-91 55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 26</td>
<td>28 A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 29</td>
<td>-33 44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Fourier synthesis of the electron density in smythite along one threefold axis was carried out by means of the function

$$F(h0l) = \frac{1}{A} \sum F(h0l) \cos 2\pi lz$$
and the result is shown on a relative scale in Fig. 5. A synthesis is also shown in which the values of $F$ in the series are replaced by $\Delta F$. The peaks correspond well with the postulated atomic positions, and there are no features that justify special interpretation.

The structure is entirely consistent with the normal pyrrhotite structure, except for the layer feature. This consistency is demonstrated by the interatomic distances given in Table 3 and Fig. 6. Standard deviations shown in the table were computed from the standard deviation of the structure amplitudes. Evidently, the structure itself calls for no special comment.

Two further observations on the crystallography of smythite may be noted. First, there is evidence on the photograph of Fig. 4 of twinning on (00.1). Such twinning is to be expected from an uncertainty in the direction of rhombohedral stacking resulting from the very slight energy difference that must obtain between rhombohedral and hexagonal stacking of the layers. Second, there is evidence on the photograph of a superlattice based on the rhombohedral lattice described, which is also probably rhombohedral but with the $a$ axis and possibly the $c$ axis doubled. There is no way in which variations in the stacking sequence of the layers could double the $a$ axis; therefore, there is a strong possibility that the superstructure results from the ordering of vacancies resulting from a small deficiency of iron, as in the case of $\beta$-pyrrhotite.

It is of interest to compare the structure found for Fe$_3$S$_4$ with that recently proposed for a new synthetic compound, Fe$_9$Se$_4$, described by Okazaki and Hirakawa (1955). According to these authors, Fe$_9$Se$_4$ is monoclinic with space group $P2/m(\text{C}2\text{h})$, $a = 6.167\ \text{Å}$, $b = 3.517$, $c = 11.7$ and $\beta = 92.0^\circ$. The structure is described as being directly derived from a distorted pyrrhotite structure with one out of every four Fe atoms absent. The atoms are arranged in the unit cell described with 1 Fe in (c)
at \( \frac{1}{2} \text{at} \); 1 Fe in (c) at 000, 2 Fe in (l) at \( \frac{111}{2} \), \( \frac{111}{2} \); 2 Fe in (i) at \( \frac{1}{2} \text{at} \), \( \frac{1}{2} \text{at} \), and vacancies at the sites (a) at 000, and (h) at \( \frac{1}{2} \text{at} \). As shown in Fig. 3c, this arrangement leads to rows of three Fe atoms along the c axis, but they are staggered with respect to each other in the hexagonal close-packed sulfur framework, and consequently a layer structure does not result as in smythite.

**Table 3. Interatomic Distances in Smythite**

(See Fig. 6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>Atoms</th>
<th>Smythite</th>
<th>Other structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Fe₁ to Fe₂</td>
<td>2.86±0.02 Å</td>
<td>2.84 Å (pyrrhotite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Fe₁ to S₂</td>
<td>2.42±0.04</td>
<td>2.44 (pyrrhotite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Fe₂ to S₂</td>
<td>2.50±0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Fe₂ to S₁</td>
<td>2.42±0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>S₂ to S₂</td>
<td>3.39±0.05</td>
<td>3.46 (pyrrhotite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>S₁ to S₂</td>
<td>3.48±0.05</td>
<td>3.67 (molybdenite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>S₂ to S₁</td>
<td>3.67±0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Fe₂ to S₂</td>
<td>4.43±0.07</td>
<td>3.44 (pyrrhotite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>S-S (a axis)</td>
<td>3.47±0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Atom types and interatomic vectors in smythite.

**Conditions of Formation as Indicated by Fluid Inclusions**

It is clear that smythite and pyrrhotite were formed at the same time and under the same pressure and temperature conditions as the enclosing calcite. Fluid inclusions in coarsely crystalline transparent calcite, containing smythite, from two widely separated localities were investigated by the visual (Sorby) method of inclusion thermometry. More than 200
Two distinct types of fluid inclusions, based on physical appearance and orientation, were observed in the calcite. Inclusions of type 1 are flat, usually with an irregular outline and probably occur on the \{10\bar{1}1\} planes. Some are in the form of complex or multiple parallelepipeds with the acute plane angles approximately those of the cleavage rhombohedron of calcite, viz. 75°. The inclusions range in size from less than 0.02 mm. to 0.10 mm., the smaller being more abundant. Type 2 are very small (<0.002 mm.) tubular and ovoid-shaped inclusions occurring in short gently curving and intersecting planes; hundreds are present in one minute plane.

The inclusions, whether of type 1 or 2, are all one-phase at room temperature. When heated to temperatures above 225° C., and then cooled, a large amount of vapor phase is formed due to leakage of liquid along fractures or parted cleavage plates. With a linear heating rate of approximately 20° C./minute the calcite decrepitates at 265° C. Furthermore, when cooled with liquid nitrogen the calcite also fractures, due in this case to the expansion and relative incompressibility of the solid phase formed. The inclusion fluid, therefore, is undoubtedly liquid. Attempts to separate a vapor phase in the inclusions by cooling to 1° C., in a microscope-mounted ice bath, were unsuccessful in all but four of the larger type-1 inclusions. Assuming that pressure-temperature conditions in the inclusion were the same as those in the growth solution, and the interfacial tension was negligible, a vapor phase should form on cooling prior to the temperature of maximum density, unless, of course, the calcite formed at that temperature (4° C.). However, inasmuch as the volume change is only −0.60% when cooled from 35° C. to 4° C. (the temperature of maximum density of pure water), it is very possible that the interfacial tension between inclusion fluid and calcite is strong enough to prevent contraction of the liquid and the formation of a vapor phase. This is further substantiated by the fact that only the larger inclusions, which have a relatively small surface area per unit volume, become two-phase on cooling below room temperature.

After removal from the cooling chamber, the four larger inclusions, in which a vapor phase was formed, completely filled with liquid at temperatures of 27, 31, 35, and 38° C. The three higher filling temperatures were determined in a microscope-mounted heating chamber. It is probably safe to assume, therefore, that all the inclusions, especially those of type 1, would have filling temperatures somewhere within this range if the liquid on cooling had formed a vapor phase.

The determination of formation temperatures of minerals from fluid
inclusion studies are based on a number of important assumptions. Although these assumptions, which were made in part by Sorby (1858) in his classical work, have been considered in detail in recent years by many workers (Ingerson, 1947; Bailey and Cameron, 1951; Cameron, Rowe, and Weis, 1953; and Smith, 1953), it is necessary in each individual investigation to review the assumptions, in order to evaluate fully all experimental and other data. Although all assumptions, which are discussed below, cannot be rigorously proved to be correct, they do allow very probable geothermometric conclusions.

(1) The inclusions were completely filled with liquid at the time of formation and have not lost or gained liquid since that time.

The solutions responsible for the deposition of calcite and associated minerals in the geodes were without much doubt aqueous, and, as evidenced by the degree of filling of the inclusions, probably completely filled the inclusions at the time of entrapment. Skinner (1953) after an investigation of fluid inclusions in quartz, concluded that high-pressure differentials between inclusion fluids and host-crystal media can force liquid into, or out of, fluid inclusions, probably along lineage boundaries. In their reply to Skinner’s paper, Richter and Ingerson (1954) showed that liquid could not be forced out of primary fluid inclusions (other than leakage along fractures) in quartz and calcite under the conditions cited by Skinner. They contended, therefore, that the single crystal of quartz studied by Skinner is exceptional in some of its properties and further work is necessary before this basic assumption is invalidated. There is no evidence to suggest that liquids have migrated from the inclusions, and furthermore, consideration of concordant geological evidence of a low temperature-pressure environment, makes it seem doubtful if pressure differentials ever existed that could force liquid into the inclusions.

(2) The inclusions contain an aqueous solution with negligible amounts of CO₂ or other gases.

The inclusion liquid, in the inclusions where a vapor phase was observed, has a low viscosity and exhibits Brownian movement. The single vapor phase when cooled to 1° C. does not separate any additional phases, nor on heating above 31° C. is there a marked increase in the size of the vapor bubble, as would be expected if significant amounts of CO₂ were present. Unfortunately attempts to determine the freezing point of the liquid were unsuccessful. It is inferred, by analogy with other analyzed inclusion fluids, and admittedly there are only a few, that the liquid is a dilute aqueous solution (5–10%) of K, Na, and Ca salts. Specimens were
crushed and leached with distilled water, but the concentration of Cl\(^-\) or SO\(_4\)\(^{2-}\) ions was too low to be detected by this method.

(3) The volume of the inclusion has remained constant.

The solubility of the calcite in the inclusion fluid at temperatures in the range of 0-35° C. and pressures up to 100 atmospheres is probably negligible. A 0.5 M NaCl solution at 24° C. under a CO\(_2\) pressure of 50 bars dissolves less than 1% of calcite (Miller, 1952). At considerably lower, or zero, CO\(_2\) pressures, which would be comparable to the system under investigation, the solubility would be much less.

At temperatures and pressures in the range given above, the compressibility of water is more than 30 times that of calcite (Birch, 1942), and therefore a change in volume of the inclusion cavity, due to their relative compressibilities, would also be negligible.

(4) The fluid inclusions are primary or can be distinguished from secondary or subsequent inclusions.

Inclusions of type 1 are apparently primary. They probably occur on the \{10\(\overline{1}\)1\} planes, and although very irregular in outline, do in some cases tend to have a negative crystal shape. Constancy of the degree of filling of the inclusions (all one-phase at room temperature) also indicates a primary origin. It is conceivable, though, that these inclusions are the result of later solutions, reflecting a lower temperature environment, which under pressure penetrated the calcite along these planes. Inasmuch as liquid cannot be forced out of the inclusions, unless through fractures, it seems improbable that it could be forced into the inclusions, under the very low pressure differentials that might have existed after crystallization. Inclusions of type 2, which occur in gently curving and intersecting planes in random distribution, apparently formed subsequently to the calcite, but under similar pressure-temperature conditions.

(5) The pressure at the time of formation was low or its magnitude can be estimated.

The available data indicate that the overburden at the time of formation was less than 1000 feet, equivalent to a maximum pressure of 85 bars if lithostatic, 30 bars if hydrostatic, or much less if the calcite was only under the vapor pressure of the mineralizing solutions. However, since the calcite formed in hollow geodes (Fig. 2) or in vugs, the crystals were not under lithostatic pressure during, or subsequent to, formation. Whatever the case, the pressure was negligible and no temperature correction is necessary.

Thus the fluid inclusions in calcite from geodes in the Harrodsburg
limestone indicate crystallization at temperatures between 25 and 40° C. Pressures during crystallization were correspondingly low, and definitely not exceeding a maximum of 30 bars.

Some evidence of environmental conditions during formation of the geodes is furnished by the presence of apparently primary inclusions of anhydrite in the massive quartz forming the geode shell and in the later quartz euhedra. According to MacDonald (1953) anhydrite is precipitated from natural sea water above a minimum temperature of about 34° C. If the anhydrite were deposited from a solution containing only CaSO₄, this temperature would be 40° C. Pressure, at least up to 100 bars, has little effect on this temperature. Regardless of whether the quartz and anhydrite were precipitated from a sea of Mississippian age or from later ground water solutions (evidence favors the latter), the lower temperature limit for the formation of anhydrite agrees well with the range of temperature of formation of the calcite given above. No upper limit can be established, but unless unusual conditions prevailed, there was probably no significant change in the temperature conditions between the crystallization of the quartz and anhydrite and the subsequently deposited calcite, smythite, and pyrrhotite.

Pyrrhotite

The pyrrhotite associated with smythite is the strongly ferromagnetic, monoclinic modification. The powder pattern of this material, shown in Table 1, agrees very well with that of the synthetic β₆-phase, Fe₇S₈, prepared by Grønvold and Haraldsen (1952). As was previously stated, pyrrhotite from Bloomington was determined to contain nickel by means of x-ray fluorescence analysis. Crystals of pyrrhotite are euhedral hexagonal plates and range in size from a diameter of 0.05 mm. to about 2 mm. or nearly double the size of the largest smythite crystals. It is difficult to distinguish between the associated pyrrhotite and smythite, but pyrrhotite appears to be more bronze and less black against a white background. It is brittle and plates in calcite are bent or broken and not curved as are those of smythite. The color in vertically reflected light is pinkish cream; anisotropism of prismatic sections is strong with yellow and blue-gray interference colors; weakly pleochroic from pale to brownish yellow.

The occurrence of this low-temperature pyrrhotite seems, in most respects, similar to other such reported occurrences of pyrrhotite from sedimentary rocks. Many of these have been summarized by Rosenthal (1956), but several others should be mentioned. Julien (1886) described "amorphous" black iron sulfide from the marshes of New Jersey and elsewhere, and Andrussev (1897) also described globules of ferrous sulfide
from muds of the Black Sea. Blatchley (1903) mentioned black flakes of iron sulfide in some of the strongly sulfurated springs and wells of Indiana. Pyrrhotite was specifically identified by Smyth (1911) as occurring in the upper part of the Clinton formation of Silurian age, near Lairdsville and at Clinton, New York. Here it is associated with calcite and dolomite in quartz-lined cavities in calcareous hematitic sandstone. Dale (1953) has also described this occurrence and has done experimental work on the pyrrhotite. The powder pattern of pyrrhotite from Lairdsville is identical with that of pyrrhotite from Bloomington shown in Table 1. Smythite was not found in a specimen (Princeton Collections no. 16/74) from this locality. Davies (1912) found pyrrhotite as an authigenic mineral in the Arctic Bed, a marsh deposit of late Pleistocene age, in the Lea Valley, Ponder’s End, Middlesex, England. Hatch and Rastall (1923) noted pyrrhotite as occurring in shales. Milner (1929) mentioned several reported occurrences of pyrrhotite as an authigenic mineral in sediments and he (1940) identified the mineral in various British soils. Rubey (1930) described pyrrhotite from a pyritic and gypsiferous limestone, the Greenhorn formation of Late Cretaceous age, in the Black Hills region of Wyoming and Montana. Tamayo (1955) described authigenic low-temperature pyrrhotite, intimately associated with pyrite and marcasite, transecting calcareous foraminiferal shells and coarsely crystalline calcite in the lower Tortonien clay of Miocene age from many localities in the “gypsum-sulfur” regions of Sicily. Stanton (1955) reported pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite in tuffaceous carbon-bearing shales, the uppermost members of the Triangle Creek Group which underlie the Rockley Volcanics of Late Ordovician (?) age, in the Rockley district, New South Wales. The pyrrhotite, according to Stanton, resulted from metamorphism of FeS₂ which was originally deposited by bacterial action during sedimentation.

Unfortunately x-ray powder data have not been given for these occurrences. It would be interesting to know whether the strongly ferromagnetic monoclinic or the weakly ferromagnetic hexagonal pyrrhotite is the more common in sedimentary rocks. The study of Kiskyras (1950) indicates that the strongly magnetic form predominates in low-temperature material, but since both monoclinic and hexagonal phases can be formed and are stable at room temperature (Allen et al., 1912; Grønvold and Haraldsen, 1952), either might be expected to occur in this environment depending upon the concentration of sulfide ion present. Oftedahl (1955), by optical methods, detected low-temperature pyrrhotite in a black, bituminous, shale of Cambrian age at Oslo, Norway. However, he could not obtain an x-ray pattern of either hexagonal or monoclinic pyrrhotite from this material. A magnetic pyrrhotite, reported from
clays of Lower Jurassic age of the German-Holland border region by Hoffman (1948), has a composition close to Fe₃₁S₁₂ which suggests that it might be the hexagonal phase, but again, x-ray data are not available.

Origin

Some clues as to the origin of smythite and pyrrhotite emerge from the preceding discussions. The sulfides are epigenetic, being deposited in the geodes after they were fractured; they crystallized simultaneously with the enclosing calcite (there is no evidence of replacement) which suggests that the depositing solution was neutral or weakly alkaline; they were formed in a trapped solution supplied with mineralizing ions by percolation and probably slow diffusion through pores and crevices in the surrounding rock and geode shell; the temperature during formation was between 25 and 40 °C and the pressure was low.

The source of iron seems most likely to have been FeS₂, disseminated in the lower Harrodsburg limestone and Edwardsville formation, which was oxidized to produce iron sulfate as an end product. The sulfur may also have been supplied by the disseminated FeS₂, for Mapstone (1954) found experimentally that both FeS and H₂S are formed as intermediate products in the weathering of pyrite by oxidation. Another possible source of sulfur is as H₂S transported by ground water and derived from buried organic matter, including petroleum, or from connate waters carrying the gas in solution. Blatchley (1903) mentioned several wells in the area containing dissolved H₂S. The total amount of iron and sulfur available to form smythite and pyrrhotite was small in any event, as they are present only in minute quantities.

Smythite and pyrrhotite seem to have preferentially nucleated directly on the growing calcite rather than to have grown in the solution in the geode and indiscriminately settled on calcite, dolomite, and quartz. Some crystals of both pyrrhotite and smythite can be found on, and in, other minerals, but the preponderance of the sulfides in the calcite and the tendency toward orientation supports this hypothesis.
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APPENDIX

ExPERIMENTAL ATTEMPTS TO SYNTHESIZE SMYTHITE

Attempts to synthesize smythite from various systems yielded no products which could be related to smythite, but it was felt that the experiments were of sufficient interest to warrant brief description. X-ray powder data for the solid phases obtained are given in Table 4.

Table 4. X-Ray Powder Data for Synthetic Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expt. 1</th>
<th>Expt. 2</th>
<th>Expt. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d(obs.)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>d(obs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: all lines are broad.

Experiment 1. A black magnetic opaque material and pyrite were formed from a dilute solution of FeSO₄ saturated with H₂S and brought to a pH of 8.5 with NH₄OH. The precipitate was leached with water, dried, and allowed to stand 45 days. No change was observed in the powder pattern after this time, but when heated to 170° C. the material gave a pattern of hematite, marcasite, and pyrite. The original product was also prepared in a variety of ways such as treatment of siderite with Na₂S, H₂S, and dilute H₂SO₄.

Experiment 2. A black magnetic opaque precipitate resulting from the reaction of solutions of FeCl₃ and Na₂S at a pH of 11. The product was leached with water and was still moist when rolled into a powder spindle. Material allowed to dry in air completely oxidized to goethite in a few days.

Experiment 3. Some of the product of experiment 2 was gently warmed, almost to dryness, and compressed in a steel mortar. This gave a material
which was more strongly ferromagnetic and apparently more stable than that of experiment 2 as it only completely oxidized to goethite after about one month. This material is identical with the black stain formed on calcite by Lemberg’s test.
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